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Act, $Var$ . $R$ , $R^{+}$
. Intvl(Var) $e_{1}\leq t,$ $\leq t\leq e_{2}$ , $e_{1}\leq t\wedge t\leq e_{2}$
. , $e_{1}$ e2 $Var\backslash \{t\}$ $R$ ( )
.
1( (PTIA)) 5 $S,$ $t$ , PVar, $E,$ $s_{init}>$
. , $S$ , $t\subseteq Var$ , PV$ar$ $\subseteq Var$ 1 ,
$E\subseteq S\cross(Act\cup\{\tau\}))\langle$ Intvl(PVar) $\mathrm{x}S$ , $s_{init}\in s$ . , $\tau$
. , $Act$ .
$t$ $P$ , $s_{i}$ $a$ , $s_{j}$
$s$ \rightarrow
a@7{P]
$s’$ \Phi \equiv Q-a . $r\mathrm{b}.\backslash \hat{\mathrm{a}}_{8}^{8}$ $s_{j}$ , $i^{\gamma}$ $t$ 0 .
PTIA . , ,
$\sigma$ : $Var\mapsto \mathrm{R}$ . . $Val$ .
$P\in Intvl(Var)$ $\sigma$ $\sigma\models P$ .
, $s$ $\sigma$ $(s, \sigma)$ .
. $CS=\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}\{(s, \sigma)|s\in S, \sigma\in Val\}$ .
3 PTIA
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2( ) LTS$<CS$ , $Act\cup \mathrm{R}^{+}\cup\{\tau\},$CE} $(s_{init} , \sigma_{init}[tarrow 0])>$ ( )
$CS$ 2 , $arrow_{\mathrm{W}}$ :
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1. $(s, \sigma)\underline{\tau}\mathrm{u}l(s’, \sigma’)\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}=\exists k\in \mathrm{N}_{0}\mathrm{s}.\mathrm{t}$. $(s, \sigma)(\tauarrow)^{k}.(s_{\dot{J}}’\sigma’)$
, $\mathrm{N}_{0}$ 0 ( ) , $CS$ 2 $R$ $R^{\mathrm{A}}$
.
,
$R^{0}=\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}\{((s, \sigma), (s, \sigma))|(s, \sigma)\in CS\}$ , R f $R\cdot R^{\{k-1)}$ 2 .




$v_{\gamma t}\in \mathrm{R}^{+}$ $[v= \sum_{i=1}^{n}v_{\mathrm{z}}$
$\wedge\exists s_{1)}\sigma_{1},$ $\sigma_{1arrow)}’$$s_{2},$ $\sigma_{9}\sigma_{2\}}’\ldots,$ $s_{n},$ $\sigma_{n},$ $\sigma_{n}’$,
s.t- $(s, \sigma)arrow_{w}\tau(s_{1}, \sigma_{1})arrow(v_{1}s_{1}, \sigma_{1}’)\cdotsarrow w\tau(s_{n}, \sigma_{n})arrow(v_{n}s_{n}, \sigma_{n}’)arrow w\tau(s’, \sigma’)]$
3 . $arrow wa(a\in Act)$ $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}\tau\underline{a}\tau=arrow_{w}arrow w$ $\square$
3( ) PTIA $]_{1’}.I=<S,$ $\{t\}$ , P$Var$, $E,$ $s_{ini\ell}>$ $\sigma$ , $M$
$\mathcal{L}_{\lambda I}(\sigma)$ , $ll\prime I$ $\sigma$
:
$\mathcal{L}_{\Lambda I}(\sigma)\mathrm{d}=\{\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}(v_{1}, a_{1})\cdots(v_{n}, a_{n})|\exists s_{1\cdot\}},$. $.s_{n}\in Ac.t,$ $v_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $v_{n}\in \mathrm{R}^{+},$ $a_{1}.,$ $\ldots,$ $a_{n}\in Act$ ,
$|(s_{init}, \sigma)arrow \text{ ^{}arrow w}v1a_{1}(s_{1}, \sigma)\cdots(s_{n-1}, \sigma)arrow_{w^{arrow}w}v_{n}a_{n}(s_{n\}}\sigma)]\}$
4(( ) ) PTIA $l\mathrm{t}’I_{1}=<S_{1},$ $\{t_{1}\},$ $PVar_{1},$ $E_{1_{?}}s_{1\mathrm{c}nit}>$
$\Lambda.I_{2}=<s_{2},$ $\{t_{2}\},$ $PVar_{2},$ $E_{9}.,$ $s_{2init}>$ ( ) ,
$\sigma$
$\mathcal{L}_{\Lambda I_{1}}(\sigma)=\mathcal{L}_{\mathrm{j}1I\cdot>,\sim}(\sigma)$ .
, [7] . PTIA ,
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1 . 1 ,
(GNFA)[7] , GNFA So Rl $S_{1}$ , $S_{1}$
R2 $S_{2}$ . GNFA So Rl R2 $S_{2}$
, . , 1 PTIA
$S_{0}’$ $S_{1}’$ , $S_{1}’$ $S_{2}’$
, , .
I PTTA $M$ $s_{1}\tau@^{7}[P_{1}(t)]arrow s_{2}\alpha@^{7}[P_{2}(t)]arrow s_{3}(\alpha\in Act\cup\{\tau\})$ , $s_{2}$
# $\Gamma\pm$ , $l\mathrm{t}^{\mathit{1}}I$ $s_{9}$. , $\not\equiv.F$ 4‘J‘- $s_{1}\alpha@^{\eta}[(P_{1}P_{\nabla})-\cdot(f)]s_{3}$ $\not\supset \mathrm{I}$ x\check -
PTIA $I\psi I’$ $l\sqrt I$ . , $P_{1}\cdot P_{2}$ Intv
$l$ (PV$ar$ )
($D\lrcorner\eta$ $\text{ }\mathrm{g}$) :
$(P_{1}\cdot P_{9,\sim})(t)\mathrm{d}=\exists \mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}t_{1}\exists t_{\underline{?}}[P_{1}(t_{1})\Lambda P_{9}.(t_{2})\wedge t=t_{1}+t_{2}]$
32 ( )
2 . , *-
$\backslash ^{\backslash ^{\backslash }}$







$\tau@?[P_{1}(t)]$ $\tau@?[P_{arrow}\circ(t)]$ $\alpha\copyright,?[P_{3}\langle t)]$
2PTIA $M$ $s_{1}$ $arrow$ $s_{2}$ $arrow$ $s_{2}$ $arrow$ $s_{3}$ $(\alpha\in Act \cup\{\tau\})$ , s
J‘g-\not\in , $I\mathrm{t}^{\mathit{1}}I$ $s_{2}$ , $s_{1}\alpha@7[(P_{1}\cdot\angle:_{k}.(P\underline{\mathrm{o}})\cdot P_{s\prime})(t)]arrow s_{3}$
PTIA $M’(k)$ , $\mathcal{L}_{k}(P)$ $k$ ,
Intvl(PVar) :
$\mathcal{L}_{k}(P)(t)\mathrm{d}=\exists \mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}t’[P(t’)\Lambda t=k\cdot t’]$
, M’( :
$\forall\sigma[c_{\mathrm{A}I(\sigma)=\cup \mathcal{L}_{\Lambda I’(k^{\wedge})(\sigma)]}}k\in \mathrm{N}_{\mathrm{O}}^{\cdot}$
, $\mathrm{N}_{0}$ 0 .
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– :
1( PTIA ) PTIA $M$
$IN,OUT_{:}LOOP$ IN $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}=\{s_{in}^{i}\tau 6\mathrm{C})?[P_{\mathit{0}}^{j}]arrow’ s_{\tau ip}|i\in I, s_{\iota n}^{i}\neq s_{rip}\}$ , O $UT$ $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}=\{s_{rip}\alpha_{j}\copyright?arrow[P_{vu\prime}^{j}]$
sou $j\in J,$ $\mathrm{r}x_{j}\in Act\cup\{\tau\},$ $s_{out}^{j}\neq s_{rip}\}$ , LOOP $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}=\{s_{rip}\tau@^{7}[P_{r\supset op}^{\mathfrak{l}},]arrow s_{rip}|l\in L\}$ .
, $M$ $s_{\tau ip}$ , $i\in I,$ $j\in J,$ $l\in L$
$s_{in}^{\mathrm{z}}$
$\alpha,@^{\gamma}.[P_{\ell n}’\cdot L_{k,}.(P_{loop}’)\cdot P_{o\tau/1}^{J}]arrow s_{out}^{j}$ PTIA $l1,I’$ ,
$\{k_{l}|l\in L\}$ , $M$ 1 $\Lambda^{\mathit{1}}I$ PTIA :
$\forall\sigma[\mathcal{L}_{\mathrm{A}I}(\sigma)=\cup \cup \mathcal{L}_{\Lambda I’}(\sigma)]$
$l\in Lk$ , ENo
( ) [7] , GNFA , GNFA
. .
PTIA , 1
, PTIA , , PTIA .
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5( / ) PTIA $l\mathrm{t}I_{1}$ $=<$ $S_{1},$ $t,$ $PVar_{1},$ $E_{1},$ $s_{init}^{1}$ $>,\ldots$ , /In $=<$
$S_{\mathrm{n}},$ $t_{\lambda}PVar_{n},$ $E_{n)}s_{init}^{\tau\iota}>$ $\langle$ $s_{1},$
$\ldots,$
$s_{n})\in S_{1}\mathrm{x}\cdots \mathrm{x}S_{n}$ $\{s_{1,)}\ldots s_{n}\}$
$\{s_{i_{1}}, \ldots, s_{i_{k}}.\}(2\leq k\leq n)$
$*\uparrow|\llcorner$ , ‘- $\sigma$) $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ { $s_{i_{1}}a_{i_{1}}@^{7}[P_{i_{1}}]arrow s_{i_{1}}’,$ $\ldots,$ $s_{i_{\mathrm{A}}}a\mathrm{i}_{k}.$
@7[P’ $]$\rightarrow .
$s_{i_{\lambda}}’$ } ,
$a_{i_{1)}}\ldots,$ $c\iota_{i_{k}}$ , $a_{i_{1}},$ $\ldots,$ $a_{i_{k}}$.
4
/ , PTIA PTIA
.
2( PTIA PTIA ) PTIA $l\mathfrak{l}l_{1}=<S_{1\}}t,$ $PVar_{1},$ $E_{1},$ $s_{init}^{1}>,\ldots$ )
$I\mathrm{t}f_{n}=<S_{n},$ $t,$ $PVar_{n},$ $E_{n},$ $s_{in\iota t}^{n}>$ , $l\mathrm{t},l_{1},\ldots,I1I_{n}$
PTIA :
1. $(s_{1}, \ldots, s_{n})\in S_{1}\mathrm{x}\cdots \mathrm{x}S_{n}$ Async $=$
$\{s_{i_{1}}a_{\mathrm{I}}{}_{1}\overline{\mathrm{C}}^{\mathrm{I}7}\circ\cdot[P_{1}\dot{‘}]arrow s_{i_{1}}’, \ldots, s_{i_{\lambda}}a_{j_{\mathrm{A}}^{(\underline{\overline{\mathrm{f}}\Delta}7\mathrm{I}^{P_{k}},]}}arrow s_{i_{k}}’\}$ , $\lambda\prime I_{1},\ldots$ , $I\iota^{J}l_{n}$
$((s_{1}, \ldots, s_{n}), \sigma)$ , a $a_{\mathrm{i}_{j}}(j\in\{1, \ldots, k\}\backslash \{l\})$
, $a_{i}$ , $I_{\mathrm{t}}^{\supset}$ , $P_{i},$ $=[true]$ .
$b@^{7}[P_{1}’]$
$2$ . {$\neq \mathrm{g}_{\backslash }$. $(s_{1}, \ldots, s_{n})\in S_{1}\mathrm{x}\cdots\cross S_{n}$ $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}^{\mathrm{g}_{\backslash }}.$. $\text{ _{}\backslash }\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{\backslash }$ $2^{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}\backslash$-\not\in $Sync=\{s_{i_{1}}$ $arrow$
$s_{i_{1}}’a_{1)}\ldots$
$s_{i_{k}}b@\underline{7[P}_{l},]\mathrm{A}\cdot s_{\mathrm{z}_{k}}’.a_{k}\}$ , $\llcorner P_{i},$ $\neq[true]$ $\mathrm{r}_{\mathrm{d}^{\backslash }}$.H‘-; $\delta_{\backslash }i^{\acute{\prime}}\backslash P_{i}$ ,






3 , $cl1\leq t\leq d2$ .
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